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SUMMARY

WINGS

Ganzer

were
‘?Moflexible wings, one with 45° sweepback and the other unswept,
tested by the University of Washington Aeronautical Laboratories

to determine their performance-in roll. Rolling moments due to aileron
deflection, damping derivatives in roll, and free-rolling angular veloc-
ities due to aileron deflection were obtained at various speeds including,
when possible, the aileron reversal speed.

During the test a secondary flow, which made testing in free roll
virtually impossible,was discovered in the test section of the wind
tunnel. The condition of free roll was then simulated by driving the
model at constant velocity at zero average rolling moment.

The resuits showed that, when,designed for equal stress, the swept
wing had generally higher reversal speeds than did the straight wing.
Also, it-s shown tht inboard ailerons for the swept wing were more
effectin at high speds than were ailerons extending to the tips.

.
The experimental values were used to check theory, with good agree-

ment in the case of the straight wing but with unsatisfactory agreement
in the case of the swept wing
speed for all ailerons larger

where the theory overestimated reversal
than the 0.2-span ailerons.

INTRODUCTION

The loss in rolltig performance at high speeds due to the elasticity
of the wing structure of an airplane has been of concern for many years.
Until a few years ago airplane wings had little or’no sweepback, and the
torsional deflection alone was responsible for this loss in rolling per- “
formance. This effect usually is identified with the “aileron reversal
speed” - the speed at which the ailerons become completely ineffective
in rolling the airplane. In recent years large amounts of sweepback

r

.
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2 NACA TN 2563

have %een incorporated in various airplanes h au attempt to increase
critical Mach numbers of the wings. The inclusion of sweepback has made
the prediction of rolling performance even more difficult, since the
bending deflections of swept wings change the angle-f-attack distribution
along the wings. This change, in turn, affects the rolling moments
developed as well as the torsional moments about the elastic axis. The
inclusion of bending and the greater difficulty in calculating spanwise
loadings for swept wings make the theoretical approach difficult and
also make the need for experimental data for checking greater.

The experimental data presented in this report consist of the results
of tests of two elastic wings, one with sweepback and one unswept. The
wings were tested in a fixed pmition with ailerons deflected, were
allowed to roll at equilibrium rolling velocity, and were driven in roll
to get damping coefficients.

The tests were conducted in the 8- by 12-foot F. K. Kirsten wind
tunnel of the University of Washington Aeronautical Laboratories under
the sponsorship and with the financial assistance of the National Advisory
Committee for A&onautics.

SYMBOLS-

A (0aspect ratio b2 S -

b wing span, feet

c wing chord, feet

%1- section normal-force coefficient

cl section lift coefficient

C2 routig~ment coefficient. (L/qSb)

e distance from wing-section aerodynamic center to elastic axis,
fraction of chord

EI bending stiffness factor

GJ torsional stiffness factor

L rolling moment, pound-feet

‘o section slope of lift curve, per radian
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rate of roll, radians per second

wing-tip helix angle in roll, radians

3

()-c press~, pou+ti per square foot *F

wing area, square feet

velocity, feet per secgnd

nondimensional spanwise station on wing

angle of attack, degrees

aileron angle measured in plane parallel to plane of symmetry

sweepback angle of quarter.chord line, degrees

taper ratio
.

mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot

angle of roll.,degrees or radians

APPARATUS

Wind Tunnel

The”F. K. Kirsten wind tunnel, in which the tests were performed,
has a filleted rectangular test section 8 by 12 feet. The tunnel is of
the double-return type, driven to a msxtium velocity of 250 miles per hour

by two ~0-horsepower direct-current motors connected to 1~-foot-diameter,

seven-bladed fans mounted ti each return duct. The tunnel has a contraction

ratio of 6.3, and the expansion is effectively a 7~0 angle. The rearward

end of the test section is vented to atnmspheric pressure through a slot.
A drawing of the wind tunnel maybe found in figure 1, and a more detailed
description is presented in reference 1.

Model Mount

The nmdel mount consisted of a shaft carried in ball bearings within
a housing, which was attached to the standard model-mounting-support sywtem

I—. -—. ------ . . . __ —_.—.—. —- ..._—z —.—.—— ..— .— .—
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(see figs. 2 and 3). A torsion spring with four strain gages installed
to read torsional loads only was placed between the forward bearing and
the wing. Leads from the strain gages were brought through a four-
conductor plug when the wing was held in position and through silver
slip rings with double carbon ‘brusheswhen the wing was rotating. The
voltage output of the strain-gage bridge was balanced by an SR-4 type K
strain indicator..A cathode-ray oscillographwas used to indicate rapid
variation of rolling moment in order that a good a,yeragemight be obtained.

Durtig the test it was found that the torsional spring did not offer
enough stiffness in bending, and flutter resulted at speeds well below
the desired test speeds. This condition was improved by extending a beam
from the part of the sting in front of the torsional spring to a point
we~ %ehind the spring and by mounting this beam in flexures to take
the bending loads without introducing an appreciable amount of torsional
stiffness.

The only method of measuring rolling velocity was by means of 10
contact points mounted at equal distances around the shaft. The impulses
from these contacts were recorded on a clock-driven tape..

The model was driven in roll by wans of a 3/4-horse~er, direct-
current, 2k-volt electric motor which was connected to the rearward end
of the rotating shaft through a gear train. Eoth the impressed voltage
and the field current were variable for speed control.

Models

.
Two model wings were constructed with structure sufficiently flexible

to allow reversal speeds to fall within the capabilities of the wind
tunnel. Some of the characteristics of tlu”wi.ngsare listed in table I,
and aileron combinations are illustrated h figure 4.

The wings were constructed of balsa segments fastened to beryllium
copper sws as shown in figures 5 to 8. The spars were located at the
38-percent-chord line - a reasonable value of the elastic axis of modern
wings. Thin rubber was glued over the slots between the balsa segments.

The ailerons were attacbd to brackets which in turn were fastened
directly to the wing spar. Care was taken in the design so that the ‘
stiffness of the ailerons, which were of solid balsa, could not add to
the stiffness of the wing structure. The ailerons were sealed by rubber
strips on the pressure side. Photographs of the completed wings are
ShOWIl in figures 3 and 9.

Figure 10 shows the EI and GJ curves from which the model spars
were designed. It will be noted that these curves are cubic in nature, a
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variation of EI and GJ with span which was found to be representative
of modern airplanes. The philosophy .usedin designing the spars was
that the same maximum stresses should occur in the spars with the same
spanwise loading distribution. For a sweephack of 45°, the bending

1/2
moment in the spar is 2 times the moment in a straight-wing spar for

the same loading, giving spar dimensions for the swept wing 2
~/6

times
those for the straight-wing spar.’

In constructing the spars, which were ground to tolerances of O
to 0.001 inch, the tendencywas to make them slightly oversized; thus
the EI and GJ values for the final wings were somewhat greater than
the original design values. Also, the addition of the rubber seal strips
increased the wing bending stiffness by 0.7 percent in bending and 0.9
percent in torsion. For these reasons, the actual deflections of the
wings for a given load were slightly less than the deflections computed
from the design EI and GJ curves.

Deflections of the final wings due to a l-pound load applied at

y . 0.966 for bending and a l-~ound-inch torque
~
are listed in table II.

The values in table II, with computed values
and GJ curves, using the method of reference 2,

applied at
+

1
b2=

from the design EI
are plotted in fig-

ures 11 and 12. b making theoretical calculations regarding the rollhg
perfor~ce of the wings, the EI ‘and GJ curves were adjusted to fit
the experimental values.

Another wing nmdel was constructed in the form of a cross, as shown
in figures 13 and 14. This model was built of solid mahogany and had a

-“
span of 4 feet, a constant chord of 6 inches, and a symmetrical wing
section. It was not built to usual model standards but was built quickly
and simply to test qualitatively the effect of the added wing panels on
the instantaneous rolling velocity in free roll. .

PRocEDum

The preliminary plans for the test called for measurement of rolling
moment at various velocities with various ailerons and with the models
held fixed, measurement of damping derivatives at various speeds with the
models driven by the motor, and measurement of the equilibrium rolling
velocities at various speeds and with various ailerons deflected.

.---- .- . —.. —— —-.. . ..-. —— -—- . . --
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The first free-rolling tests showed a tendency of the model to
stop rolling at a certain PS ition in the tunnel at speeds well below
the reversal speed. This led to a check of the instantaneous rolling
velocity, as obtained from the electrical contacts, with the results
plotted h figure 15. ~ese results showed that the rolling velocity
was a function of the,psition of the model in the tunnel at all speeds
and that any attempt to measure pb/2V by free roll would be futile.

It was found that similar results had been obtained previously in
three different wind tunnels of rectangular cross section, both open-
ahd closed-return types (reference 3). This would indicate that the
type of flow causing this ~henomenon might be inherent in this type of
tunnel. Results from circular-cross-sectiontunnels were not found.

Reference 3 indicates that a secondary flow, which consists of a
component of the main flow toward the corners, iS present in tmels
of rectangubr cross section. The existence of such a flow was checked
in the University of Washtigton wind tunnel by means of a standard yaw-
and-yitch-head survey in the test section. The results of this test,
found h figure 16, show definitely that such a secondary-flow pattern
exists with velocities h a plane normal to the tunnel center line.

Various devices were installed in the wind tunnel h an attempt to
affect this secondary flak. These included a duct around the permanent
model-support strut in an attempt to localize its effects, screens just
ahead of the contraction, and various spoilers to change the relative
quantity of flow through each return passage. I?oneof these attempts
resulted in any ap~reciable improvement in the flow characteristics.

After spending some time on the investigation of the wtid tunnel
it was decided that any attempt to make the flow in the wind tunnel
satisfactory for the type of test contemplated, even if possible, would
result in a major investigation and would require a large amount of time
and money. Hence, techniques of testing which might use the wind tunnel
with its obvious shortcondngswere considered. These techniques were:

(1) Use of fluw straighteners: It was thought that a circular
tube - essentially a tunnel wfthin a tunnel - with honeycomb, screens,
or whatever was necessary, might be placed around the wing. ‘I!hiswas
discarded because of the development time necessary, again with no
assurance that the method would succeed.

(2) Use of a correction factor: In reference 3 a method of applying
a correction factor to the average rolling velocity was developed. How-
ever, in reference 3 only rigid wings were used; hence, an average rolling
velocity was always available. In the present test of the flexible
wing, the secondary flow caused the wing to stop rolling altogether at
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speeds below the true reversal speed. Therefore, no conceivable cor-
rection factor could be der&ed which could be applied to a velocity
of zero to give the true rolling velocity.

(3) u= of a large moment of inertia: It was proposed that a device
such as a flywheel be mounted on the shaft to force the wing to roll at
essentially a constant velocity. This method, although promising, was
discarded in favor of method (4).

(4) Use of motor to drive model: In this method, which was the
one adopted, the motor was used to drive the model at essentially con-
stant rolling velocity; this velocity was adjusted to make the’average
rolling moments zero as determined by the strain-gage readings. It WS

assumed that the rolling velocity thus obtained approximated the free-
rol.lingvelocity which would have been obtained by a wtig rolling in a

perfect-air jet. This method, as the rolling velocity approached a
constant, gave an effective moment of inertia approaching infinity. It.
had another advantage h that bearing friction in the shaft was not a
factor in the’rolling velocity developed by the wing, stice the strati
gages were mounted ahead of the bearings.

(5) Use of crossed wings: The evidence of the secondary flow in
the wind tunnel maybe obtained by measuring the rolling moment of a
wing held at various angles of roll. Any component of the main flow
perpendic~= to the wing wilJ-result in a rolling moment. ~s was
done with the flexible straight wing, with the results shown h fig-
ure 17. These results indicated that the impressed rolling moment due
to the secondary flow was almost symmetrical. It was reasoned that a
pair of wings mounted perpendicular to each other would roll at constant
velocity, if the impressed rolling moment was symmetrical. Thus, if no
drive motor was available, such a wing system might give acceptable
results. However, it must be realized that the model-building problem
is complicated by this technique. A simple wing system, shown in fig-
ures 13 and 14, was constructed to test this theory. The possibility
of using two counterbalancedwing panels mounted at 90° is’indicated
also, but this was not tried.

It should be mentioned that the reliability of the results of all
of these methods depends u~n the premise that the average condition,
as interpreted, gives the correct answer. It has already been shown
that this is not true if the average rolling velocity of a free-rolling
model is considered; hence, the validity of the assumption depends on ‘
the technique used. If all variations were linear, it would seem logical
that the technique used in this test would give good results.

.
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The

(1)

tally in

.

actual tests consisted of the following:

C2 against q (figs. 18 and 19): The wings were held horizon-

the wind t~el, and rolling-moment coefficients were obtained
with various ailerons de?lected. The aileron reversal speed was obtained
byplott~ Cz against q, the value of q where Cz = O being the

q for rewersal. The results shown are averages of aileron deflections
for plus and minus rolling mo~nt.

(2) cl agatist pb/2V (figs.-20 and 21): The wings were driven

with ailerons unreflected by the electric motor at various values of p.
The rolling moments measured, called the damping moments in roll, are
plotted against the wing-tip helti augl.e pb/ZV. Averages of right and
left roll are presented in the figures.

~31 acz ac~
against q (fig. 22): The damping derivative —

%;) 0

pb

m

was obtained by measurement of the slopes of the curves of c1 against

pb at @=o
Z7 2V”

The slopes are plotted for both wings in the figure

indicated.

(4) ~ against q (figs. 23 to a): With Various ailerons deflected,

the w@s were driven at rolling velocities such that the average rolldng

moment was zero. Plots of
pb
~ against q were made from the data

obtatied. Again the data presented are the averages obtained from
aileron deflections for plus and minus rolling velocities. Where possible,
data from free+oll tests are presented also. For very high rates of
roll.,only values for free roll are presented since motor limitations
would not permit rolling the model with the motor.

(!5)P agatist @ for rigid wings (fig. 26): A stigle rigid wing
with ailerons deflected was allowed to roll freely, and the resulting
instantaneous rolling velocity p was plotted against ~, the angle
of the wing in the tunnel. A second wing, similar geometrically,was
fastened perpendicular to the first, as shown h figure 14. This
combinationwas alJ-owedto roll freely, gitig another set of data for
the plot. Note again that the data were obtained from the contacts on
the sting and represent average conditions over a small por’cionof a
complete revolution. However, the qualitative value of the results is
not impaired because of this lack of precision.

-. —. .—— —. .— .
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It i6 evident, for
obtained at high enough

9

many aileron configurations, that data were not
velocities to approach ailer,onreversal speeds.

This lack of hta was the result, principally, of consideration for the
models. In soresof the tests a tendency to flutter was noticed at high
speeds, and for other tests the deflections became alarmingly great.
Hence, tests were stopped at speeds deemed safe with regard to preser-
vation of the models..

No wind-tunnel-wall,corrections were applied tcrthe data presented.
The wings were small compared with the tunnel, and for many of the tests
the lift on the model was very small, which should make the corrections
small●

\. DISCUSSION

Comparisen of straight and swept WinRS:- A’comparison of the results
obtained from tests of the straight and swept wings may be made with
regard to the rctl.lingmoment developed, the damping moments, and the
helti angle in roll.

The rolling-moment coefficients of the swept wing reduced,much more
rapidly with q than did those of the straight wing (ace figso 18
and,19). This maybe explained by the fact that the bending bf the swept
wing due to the load produced by the ailerons caused an additional change
in the effective angle of attack near the tips, tending to counteract
the effect of the ailerons. “This effect, which is inherent because of
the geometry of swept wings, does not obcur with straight wings, for
which bending produces no change in thq effective angle of attack.

Aileron reversal speeds, which maybe obtained by extrapolating to
1’ the value of q at which Cz = O, were quite definite for the straight
I

wing, since the curves of Cz against q crossed the sxis with a fairly

large slope. Also, the aileron reversal speeds were nearly alike for all
( of the conventional aileron spans

4
being about 136 miles per hour for

the 0.2-span ailerons-and about 1 0 miles per hour for the 0.4-span
ail,eTons.

For the swept wings the aileron reversal speeds were not so definite,
since the curves of Cz against q crossed the axis with a slope approxi-
mately equal to O. Hence, a very small error in measuring rolling moment
could change the reversal-speed estimation by a I-are amount, particularly
if the curves had to be extra~l..atedjas was necessary h this test. An
approximate extrapolation of the data presented in figure 19 indicates
that the aileron reversal speeds v%ried,widely with ailerons of different
span for the swept wing. Hoyever, the only defiqite reversal speed
obtainable was 125 miles per ho’urfor the O.2-spaIiaileron.

.. ---- . . . . . .. . .. . . —-.-—— ---—-—- --.-—. —---.--.-——— --—--——.. —.. ——— . .. . .— _ _. ..__
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.

It is doubtful whether the aileron reversal speed is a good criterion
forswept-wing.aileron design. The initial rolling moment developed upm

.
deflection of the aileron is very important, in that this moment must

.

accelerate the airplane in roll. Figure 19 shows that airplanes with
swept wings and conventional ailerons may have high initial rolling
mownts at very low speeds and high reversal speed but may have relatively
low initial rolling moments at speeds welJ.below reversal speed. An
tivesti~tion into the dynamic behavior of an aticraft with flexible swept ~
wings, upon deflection of the ailerons, might be a more satlsfactory
method for determining the merit of a particular aileron. I

Damping-mment derivatives were obkined from plots of Cz against

pb/2V as in figures 20 and 21. At low values of q, these curves were
linear, but at larger values of q they tended to become nonltiear for
the straight wing because of the large amount of twist and, thus, pxsible
stall at the tip. The bending of the swept wing alleviated this tendency.
The

the

slopes of the curves were measured at ‘pb/2V = O in order to obtain’
acz

damping derivatives I
m“

The values of the damping derivatives are plotted for both wings in
figure 22. As was expected, the straight-wing damping derivatives
increased in value with q, because of the fact .tmt the aerodmc.
center of the wing section was approximately 13 percent of the chord ahead
of the torsional axis, giving positive twist with positive angle of attack.
On the other hand, the swept-wing values decreased, since the reduction of
the derivative due to wing bending more than offset the increase due to
twist.

‘Theresults of the tests with ailerons deflected and the models
roll.~g at zero average rolling moment, show-n in figures 23 and ?5, con-
firmed that the aileron reversal speeds were almost the same for all
percent-span ailerons for the straight wing “andwere different for the
swept wing. It would appear advantageous to use a large-spn aileron on
a swept wing if reversal speed were the design criterion. The aileron
reversal speeds obtained from the curves of pb/2V against q checked
very closely with three obtatied from the rolling-moment-coefficient data
already discussed. This substantiates the validity of the method of rolling
the model at the zero average moment and using the results as though the
model were rolling in free air.

Comparison of inboard and outboard ailerons.- Figure ~ shows data
obtained with the swept-wing ailerons not extending to the tip. The data

showed that a

about half as

O.2-span aileron extending from O.6 to O.8 produced
+=

much rolling velocity at low speed as did a O.k-span aileron

--- —— —-.
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extending from

11

Y—= Q.6 to the tip; but at q = kO the rolling. t-
D/2

velocity was identical for each aileron, while at values of q above ~
the smaller aileron was superior. This was true also for a 0.4-span

Yaileron from — = 0.4 to 0.8 as compared with a 0.6-span aileron from
b/2

Y—= 0.4 to the tip, with q = 40 again the value at which the smaller
b/2
aileron became superior. The same superior performance for the wing with
inboard ailerons was evident from the rolling-moment coefficients as
plotted in figure 19. ..

Comparison of results with theory.- ‘theoreticalvalues were available
from several.sources for most of the items found experimentald.yh this

ac J
test, notably the values of CZ, —

b’
and pb/2V at q = O (rigid-

ag)—

wing values), the variation of these values with q from at least one.
source, and the reversal speeds. The values obtained @om these sources
will be discussed briefly.

(1) Rolling-nmment coefficient Cz per degree aileron deflection:

Two theoretical methods were used to get the rolling-moment coefficients
for the straight wing at q = O, which corresponds to a wtig with infinite’
stiffness. From reference 4 values of Cz were o~tained by interpolating

for values of the rolling-moment factor F2 from table VII. The fo’uowing ‘—

values resulted, using ~ =
()

5.66 and ~% = -0.64:

Aileron c1
(percent span)

F2 ~atq=O

20 0.0136 0.00229
40 .0282 .00475
60 .0422 .00712
80 .0512 .00863
95 .056 .0094 .

Reference 2, a “thesiswritten at the University of Washington, gives
values of Cz for values of q other than 0, as well as for q = O.

The thesis should give values quite close to those obtained h reference 4
at q = O, since it is similar in approach. A.n”assmption
that the spanwise variation CZ for A = 0.5, as obtained

was mwie
from

... . ——- . ..— . — -. .. -—-- ---~ — - ———— . — -—. ..-. —.. . .
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reference 4, was the same as that for X = 0.45, the actual value for the
wing ● This would affect the accuracy somewhat. The results from this
theoretical approach are tabulated below.

Aileron C@ at -
(yXt

qo= q =27.7 q = 41.5 Q = 55.4

0.ooi!14 0.00135 0.00062 -o ●00083
z .00487 .00313 .00144 -.00184

.00725 .00473 .00237
z

-.00232
.00908 -------

!
~--.- —------

The above results are ~l%ted, along with the experimental data, in
figure 18 and check quite closely.

For the swept w , theoretical values were obtained using reference 2,

with ma
7)

=5.66 and ~cn=-o.64.

Aileron cl
1
06 at -

(Ferrt
qo= q =23.64 q=~ q = 47.28 q = 70.92

20 0.00136 0.Oooln o ●00001 -0.000035
40

-0.000098
.00342 .000925 .00051 .00037 .000105

60 .(x)538 .0019 .00124 .00104 .00058

The above values are plotted in figure 19. The theoretical values
checked the expertiental values for the 0.2-span aileron quite closely
but were too high for the 0.4- and 0.6-span ailerons. This lack of confir-
mation could have been due to lack of agreement between actual and theo-
retical lift distribution, particularly near the tip, which is critical.
It also may have been due to the use of an erroneous moment coefficient
due’to aileron deflection or to an error in the assumed spqnwise variation
of mommt coefficient. It would appear that these factors should receive
more attention if the theory is to check experimental data.

Also, since,small errors in computing Cz at high values of q

could result in large changes in reversal speed because of the low slope of
the curves as they pass through CZ = O, the precision of the theoretical
method might be at fault. All of
the use of five-by-five matrices,
matrices, for -ample, might give

the computations were accomplished by
and it is possible that ten-by-ten
better results.

-—— — _—— -—- - —. .— — .. ..— -———— —— ——-—-
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(2) Damping derivatives in roll: By reference 4, using m. = 5.66

and F5 = 0.032, the damping derivative at q = O for the straight wing

acz ~~’-
was —= .0

r?
ax

llromreference 2, using the lift distribution from reference 4
instead of the one shown in the example in reference 2, and e (the
distance from the a.c. to the elastic axis) = 0.13 and 0.14, the damping
derivatives became

r
%=0.14

,0

a :7

38.5

51.5

%=0 .13

0

27.7

41.5

55.4

acz
b

a&)—

-0.48

-.703

-*933

-1.445

— —

The above values were plotted in figure 22. Fati agreement existed
at low values of q, but at higher speeds the experimental tests gave
higher damping derivatives t- the theory. This may have been due to
the drag component, which would tend to increase the wing twist when
the tip was deflected. This compnent was neglected in the theory.

acz
It also is possible to obtain — by dividing the experimental

r)
a$

values of Cz from figure 18 bylhe values of pb/2V from figure 23.

Damping derivatives obtained in this w&y check the theoretical values
for the straight wing with e = 0.13 very closely. Since the tip
deflections were less for the tests shown in figures 18 and 23 than for
the tests in which the wing was driven in roll, and since the drag
component would be of less importance with the smaller tip deflections,
the possibility exists that the drag component”causedthe discrepancy
between theory and experiment.

It shouldbe noted
to e, which is hard to

that the damping derivative is quite sensitive
estimate on such a small model.

—.. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .—. ----- —.—..— —. ___ . . .. _—___ ._ ___ ____ .. .._—..__
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For the swept wing, reference ~

at q = O, resulting in the value of

be compsred with

Reference 2,,

waB used to get the damping derimtive
acz

0
= -0.37. ‘I!his value should

pb

Z?

the experimental value of about -0.42.

was used also and, for e = 0.13, gave

qe=o. 13

0

23.64

40

47.28

70.92

1
t)cz

<)pb

E

-0.433

-.192

A
-.146

-.12

-.089

The above values, which are plotted h figure 22, agree quite
closely with experimental data.

It might be noted that the damping derivatives of highly swept
wings are not so sensitive to the value of e as are those of straight
wings. Also, since tip ”deflectionsare not so large as those for
straight wings, the drag component is not so important. These facts
may account for the better agreement between theory and experiment with
the swept wing than with the straight wing.

(3) Rolltig =locity due to ailerons: The rolling velocities due to
ailerons, as indicated by pb/2V, were obtained for the straight wing
at q = O by the use of reference 4, resulting in the following values:

Aileron
(PeXe&t

20
40
60
80

. 95

pb/2V
atq=O

Q6

0.0047
. aY38
.0147
.Olm
.0195

..——. —- .—. ..—..—-—.— - -—. - —
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Using reference 2, the following values were obtained for e . 0.13:
,

!-

,,

,-

‘-

Aileron pb/2V at .
(percent o~
span)

go= q = 27.7 g,= 41.5 q = 55.4

20 o.m446 ~ 0.00192 0.000662
40

-0.00061
.01015 .00445 .00154 -.00135

60 .0151 .00673 .00253 -.oo171

Using reference 6, a value of q at reversal was found. h this
case ~ = 5.66 and a value of

%8= 0.471 obtained by using a lift-
..

curve slope corrected for induced effects were used. For th 0.3 chord
and 40-percent-span ailerons, a value of q at reversal of 66 pounds
per square foot resulted. If a section value of %5 had been used, a

considerably higher reversal speed would have resulted.

Other reversal speeds were calculated from references 7 and 8.

All.of the above data were plotted in figures 23 and 24. Agreement
with’experiment was fair, although the value of q for reversal obtatied.
from reference 6was very high. Reference 2 gave the best agreement of
all.for the straight wing.

For the swept wing, using the experimental stiffness values and
~b = O.M, reference 6 gave a value of q at reversal of ~ pounds

per square foot for the 40-percent-spanLailerons.

Reference 2 gave the following values:

Aileron “ pb/2V at %

(Per?rt y

q=o q=ko

20 0.00314 0.00007
40 .0379 .0035
60 .0124 .0085

J

The above values, which were plotted in fi~e ~, showed good
agreement at low speed but overestimated reversal speed for all except
the tip ailerons. In the case of the method of reference 2, this was
due mainlyto the overestimation of rolling-nmment coefficients at high
speed, and the conments made concerning those coefficients ‘applytire
also.

—.-. . .. . . . .—-. ______ .. ----- . .. . . —-. - - --. -.—-—.—— –...— .— - .—_—
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Four-panel-wing system.- Figure 26 shows that the addition of a
perpendicular wing, making a four-panel wing in the form of a cross,
reduced the variation of rolling velocity with position in the tunnel
almost to O. This probably would work only ,whenthe impressed rolling
moment due to the secondary flow was symmetrical. However, in this case,
the method might hold some promise. It is interesting to note that the
steady rolling velocity obtained from the four
the average rolling velocity obtained from two

panelS-was higher than
panels.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The following results were obtained’from an investigation to
determine the performance in roll of two flexible wings, one swept
back 45° and the other unswept:

1. When designed for equal stress, aileron reversal speeds were
higher for a swept wing than for a straight wing for all ailerons except
short tip ailerons.

2. Aileron reversal speeds for a straight win~ occurred at nearly
the same speed with all.percent-span ailerons but varied widely for a
swept wing.

3. Ailerons mounted
reversal speeds than did
tips.

inboard on a swept wing resulted in much higher
the same percent-span ailerons mounted at the

.

4. Theoretical values obtainable for straight wings checked experi-
mental values quite closely. The agreement was not satisfactory for
the swept wing, with the theory overestimating the reversal speeds in
most cases.

University of Washington
Seattle, Wash., lkrch 28, 1951

.— —- . —
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TABLE I

WING CHARACTERISTICS

Straight wing Swept wing

Wing area, S, sq ft 2 2

Wing Span, b, ft 4 4

T@er ratio, 1. 0.45 0.45
8

Sweepback angle, A, deg o 45

Aspect ratio, A 8 8

Airfoil section WCA 63A012 HACA 63A012

Twist o 0

Aileron chord
0.3 .

Wing chord
0.3

Aileron span 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, ao.95>
wing span 0.8, aO.% bo .2 fiboard, bo .4 ~board

a!l!heailerons denoted as covering 0.95 of the span abutted the
busing over the central attachment fittings and hence were effectively
m-pan ailerons.

bT& 0.2 inboard ailerons extended from ~ = 0.6 to 0.8, and the
b/2

0.4 inboard ailerons extended from
?-

o.4to 0.8.
b2= -

.

—— — — -- -—-—-—— .--. — —.-–— —.. . . .. .
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TABLE II

t

w

4

DEFLECTIONS OF WINGS DUE TO LOAD

E-lbload applied at — . 0.966 for bending;
b~2

1l~lb-in. torque applied at ~ . 1
b/2

Straight wing Swept wing ,-

& Bending deflection , Twist Bending deflection
(in.)

Twist
(deg) (in.) . (&g)

0.259 , 0.043 0.073 0.064 -----

.5 .240 .270 .435 0.252
0

.707 .589 ‘ .751 1.089 .615

.866 .981 1.309 1.893 1.148

.966 1.379 ----- 2.484 -----

1.00 ----- 2.24 ----- .1.85

-=s=-

. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .———— -.——- .... .. —-.—. ..— ____ ..._ ------- .. —————.-. ———.—.
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SECTIONAL PLAN THROUGH TUNNEL AXIS

‘4311-

“

SECTIONAL ELEVATION “C”

Figure 1.-

SEOTIONAL ELEVATION

University of Washington

mm
B

!250 mph wind tunnel.
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Figure 2.- Mdel mount.
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(a) Side view.

I

‘(b). Three-quarter front view.

Figure 3.- Photograph of model mount and straight wing.
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7 CELLULOSE-ACETATE RIB 0.09” THICK

\. ~ BALSA WOOD (s LD. /CU. F1. )
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&
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1
—

COVER WITH SILKSPAN ,

3 COATS CLEAR DOPE

ALINEMEMT HOLE

BALSA WOOD (6 LB. /CU. FT. )

QUARTER GRAIN

Figure 7.- Wing-section detail.
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.-
—.—. .

(a) Mounted in wind tunnel.
4

.

(b) Fixed in wind tunnel. 80-percent-span ailerons
deflected 10°; q = 30.

—— .—.-— --

Figure 9.- Photograph of swept wing.
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Figure 11.- Static deflections of straight wing.
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Figure 12.- Static deflections of swept wing.
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4- I/e” SCREWS

2 s/u” DIAM. X s/s” PLATE

1/2” DIAM. SHAFT

Figure 13. - Sketch of” four-panel wing. Panels mounted mutually
perpendicular.
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Figure 15. - variation of roll velocity with angle of roll. Straight Wm.
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Figure 25. - Variation of helix angle in roll due to aileron deflection
with q. swept wing .
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